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1. These terms govern the Flick Energy Limited (“Flick”) Flick Electric Co. Ridiculously 
Awesome Comedy Contest Promo (‘‘Flick Comedy Contest”). 

2. These Flick Comedy Contest terms apply in addition to the standard Flick Terms and 
Conditions. 

3. All individuals residing in New Zealand who enter to win the Flick Comedy Contest by 
submitting their details at www.nzsfairest.flickelectric.co.nz/Ridiculously-Awesome-
Comedy-Contest before 12pm on 29 March 2017 are in the draw to win the Prize Pack 
specified in clause 4 below. 

4. One winner will be selected at random at 12pm on 29 March 2017 and announced as 
soon as possible following this date (“Winner”). Winner is granted full discretion to select 
five additional individuals with whom to share the Prize Pack. Winner will receive a prize 
pack (“Prize Pack”) consisting of: 

a. Six tickets to the NZ International Comedy Gala (“the Event”) in either Wellington 
or Christchurch, with the following limitations: 

i. Winner can choose to attend either the Christchurch Comedy Gala held 
28 April 2017 or the Wellington Comedy Gala held 29 April 2017;  

ii. All six tickets must be for the same Event. 
b. Six return flights to either Christchurch or Wellington, according to the Event 

chosen by the Winner, with the following limitations: 
i. Flights must originate from and return to a location in New Zealand; 
ii. Flights must be selected by each individual passenger and flight details 

sent to Flick as soon as possible following 29 March 2017, and no later 
than 7 April 2017. Flick will book and pay for flights on behalf of each 
individual passenger;  

iii. Dates of flights must sit within one week either side of the Event. 
iv. The normal Terms and Conditions of the selected airline apply in addition 

to these special terms.  
c. Two nights’ accommodation for six in either Christchurch or Wellington, 

according to the Event chosen by the Winner, with the following limitations: 
i. Winner and their party may be required to share rooms, but will not be 

required to share beds; 
ii. Accommodation package guarantees beds only. Any additional benefits, 

such as meals, parking and access to facilities at the hotel are not 
included and must be coordinated and paid for by the Winner and their 
party. 

iii. Flick does not take responsibility for any additional costs, such as room 
service, minibar consumption and phone calls, nor damage to property, 
late fees or fines. If applicable, the Winner and party are responsible for 
all costs of this nature.        



iv. The normal Terms and Conditions of the selected accommodation partner 
apply in addition to these special terms, and a high standard of behaviour 
is expected for the duration of the party’s stay. 

d. Two return Uber rides to the selected Event, with the following limitations: 
i. Winner and their party will share two Uber vehicles with enough capacity to 

cater for the entire group of six.  
ii. Winner and one other member of their party must sign up or already be 

signed up as an Uber customer to redeem the Uber voucher. Uber’s normal 
Terms and Conditions of use apply in addition to these special terms. 

e. Access to the Flick VIP Welcome Lounge at the selected Event, with the 
following limitations: 

i. Limited drinks and nibbles will be provided by Flick during Welcome 
Lounge open hours; 

ii. Access to the Welcome Lounge permitted only with a ticket, which will be 
distributed to Winner and their party by Flick;  

iii. Tickets will allow access for the holder only; 
iv. Access to the Welcome Lounge is limited to maximum capacity at the full 

discretion of Flick’s venue partners, and will be filled on a first in, first 
served basis;  

v. Intoxicated or disruptive patrons may be denied access, or removed from, 
the Welcome Lounge as per the normal standard procedures of venue 
partners.  

f. Dinner for six before or after the selected Event at either Casa Publica in 
Christchurch or Chow in Wellington up to the value of $250, with the following 
limitations: 

i. “Dinner” includes consumable food (estimated at $30pp) plus six drinks 
(estimated at $10pp) only. Additional costs over and above $250 must be 
paid for by the Winner and party.  

ii. Redemption of the dinner voucher cannot be guaranteed due to seating 
availability. Bookings are recommended and must be coordinated directly 
with the restaurant by the Winner and their party. If the Winner is unable 
to redeem the dinner voucher on the night of the Event, they can redeem 
it another night within the specified timeframes before and after the Event.  

5. Upon contest entry, each entrant will be distributed via email a unique URL for which to 
share with acquaintances. Each time an individual enters the contest through this unique 
URL, an additional entry will also be counted for the person who sent the unique URL. 
Each individual can only enter once. Once someone has entered, they can no longer 
enter again to give additional entries to acquaintances. 

6. The Flick Comedy Contest Prize Pack cannot be redeemed for cash. 
7. Flick will use the email address submitted as part of the entry process to communicate 

with entrants, including the Winner. 
8. By accepting the Flick Comedy Contest terms, customers acknowledge that their name 

and any photos taken of them during redemption of the Prize Pack, including at the Flick 



VIP Welcome Lounge or in the Flick Zone at the Event, may be used by Flick for 
marketing purposes without further compensation. 

9. Flick accepts no liability or cost associated with entry into the Flick Comedy Contest or 
redemption of the Prize Pack. 

10. Entry into the Flick Comedy Contest implies full acceptance of these terms and 
conditions. 


